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Introduction
Flow cytometry is a widely used technique for the detection and quantification of low frequency or rare cell
populations at limits of detection (LOD) of 0.1% or lower, such as circulating tumour cells and haematopoietic
stem cells. An increasing number of computational tools are available for automated gating of flow cytometry
data. These tools have the capability to eliminate operator variation from traditional manual gating.
Nevertheless, the potential for variation in data outputs arising from analysis of the same dataset using different
algorithms means that research is needed to define the confidence in the use of automated data analysis
software platforms for identifying rare cell populations.
Materials and Methods
Automated data analysis platforms using different mathematical principles have been investigated; hierarchical
clustering, k-means clustering, self-organising map, density-based clustering, and model-based clustering
methods. Two cluster and three cluster synthetic flow cytometry datasets have been developed with uniquely
controlled rare cell events down to 0.0001%, among total events of up to 10 7 cells. The data analysis platform
performances have been assessed based on a range of metrics including; accuracy, repeatability, and output
pass/fail rates.
Results and Discussion
Whilst, for some data analysis platforms, the LOD of automated gating typically improve in percentage terms
as the magnitude of total events increases, such improvement was often at the expense of prohibitive runtimes.
Different LODs as a function of total cell events were observed. The k-means clustering method, when tested
on default parameters, gave rare cell outputs with the least variation, but inadequate performance in terms of
accuracy. In contrast the density-based clustering method was found to perform accurate rare cell count, but
its repeatability and pass/fail performances did not rank as highly.
Conclusions
Careful consideration therefore needs to be given to derive a suitable range of metrics for judging the strengths
and limitations of automated data analysis platforms.
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Results

Results

Recent years have seen the development of many computational tools for
automated flow cytometry data analysis.
Different software will use different mathematical approaches to identify
and quantify cells, so outputs can potentially vary when analysing the same
dataset.

Computer simulated flow cytometry datasets offer many advantages over
their real-world counterparts; data properties can be highly controlled to
objectively and systematically compare between software.

Skew orientation affects software performance

This graph shows how software have similar performance limitations as
clusters move closer together. Points nearer to zero represent better
accuracy; smaller ±1SD error bars indicate better repeatability.

This plot shows that when using non-normally distributed clusters, the
presence of skewed cell populations did not affect clustering performance,
but the orientation of cluster skewness did.
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To assess the performance and robustness of algorithms, live cell
benchmarking datasets are used. However, these lack a ‘ground truth’ and
often come from a narrow range of cell or disease models.

Distance improves performance
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Rare subsets challenge software
Certain software were more suited to rare cell population analysis. Most
software had limits of detection (LOD) of 10² in 10⁵ total events (0.1%).
Increasing the total events increases the LOD in percentage terms.

Aims
To define the confidence in flow cytometry automated data analysis
software platforms in the context of cell therapy manufacturing.

Detection of rare population by different algorithms used in software

Methods

We designed synthetic flow cytometry datasets, ran the datasets through
automated software, then analysed the performance of resulting cell
populations.
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We have designed and used synthetic reference datasets to evaluate the
initial performance characteristics of a number of popular flow cytometry
data analysis software.
This research demonstrates that benchmarking of flow cytometry
automated software platforms will be possible with a high level of testing
integrity using synthetic cluster dataset design leading to enhanced
confidence in the data quality of cell characterisations.
Consistently accurate rare cells detection at 10² in 10⁵ events remains
problematic for automated flow cytometry data analysis software.
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